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Goals ofActors Within the BDS

Movement
Julian Kritz
Augsburg College

Abstract: The Boycott, Divest, Sanctions movement (BDS) is receiving growing
attention from the general public and academics alike. Yet much remains unknown about
the goals of actors within this dispersed international movement. This paper contributes

to a growing body of scholarship examining BDS by attempting to answer the guiding
research question: what relationship exists between the goals of the actors within the BDS
movement? It analyzes both the statements and activities of the Palestinian BDS National
Committee, the central coordinating nucleus of the movement, and local Twin Cities
organizations working on behalfofthe cause. The paper concludes that parallel goals exist
between actors in the movement. Both seem to be focusing efforts on boycott campaigns
and regard the one-state solution as a preferential conclusion to the longstanding Israeli-

Palestinian conflict. This research endeavor elucidates the little examined inner-workings

of

a

complex, international social movement and offers a starting point for further study.
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Introduction
The boycott, divest, and sanction Israel movement (BDS) is no longer the
exclusive realm of radical activists. It has become an increasingly powerful international
movement affecting higher education, religious organizations, and global businesses.
As the coalition supporting the BDS movement continues to broaden, the fear amongst
Israel supporters grows concurrently. Perhaps this fear is unwarranted. After all, BDS
campaigners promote themselves as social-justice activists, utilizing a rights-based
approach to achieve their aims. But what are their ultimate aims? And do all the actors
within the movement share the same goals? These questions remain unanswered. As
such, this paper will attempt to shine light on the relationship of the goals of actors
within the BDS movement. I hypothesize that the goals of actors at the center of BDS are
different than the goals of actors further away from the movement's nucleus. Specifically,
I project that core leaders will have more radical goals, such as the one-state solution,
than less involved supporters who will hold more moderate goals, such as the two-state
solution.
BDS Precursor: The Arab Boycott

To fully rurderstand the current movement to economically pressure Israel, one
must understand the modern-day history of such efforts. Indeed some scholars, such as
Dan Diker, have claimed, "The current global BDS campaign against Israel, should be
viewed as an internationalization and intensification of the longstanding Arab boycott"
(4).rWhich formally began in 1945, when the newly created Arab League announced an
economic boycott against all Jewish products produced in British Mandate Palestine to
prevent a Jewish state from being declared in the region (Feiler). Just three years later
Israel was established as the Jewish state, triggering Egypt, TransJordan, Lebanon, Syria
and Iraq to attack the new state with the goal to eliminate it. Following their defeat, the

Arab countries sought to supplement their military efforts with an economic weapon-a
more organized economic boycott against the State of Israel. According to the Arab
League,

by

1949, the boycott was designed to "bring about the eventual collapse of the

State of Israel and reveal that it is not economically viable in the midst of a hostile

world"

(Sarna 77).TheArab economic efforts to isolate Israel peaked following the 1973 Yom
Kippur War when the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC,
consisting of the Arab members of the OPEC plus Egypt and Syria) went a step fuither
than simple boycott; they proclaimed an oil embargo against the United States and four
other western powers for supporting Israel in the war (Samuels 33). However, only five
years later the Camp DavidAccords were signed, leading to the first peace treaty between

Israel and an Arab state. This marked the beginning of the end for the international
leverage of the Arab economic initiatives against Israel (Schaer). The 1990s Oslo peace
initiatives further improved Arab-Israeli relations, leading the Arab boycott to continue
to wane in influence.i'
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Durban:

The

Apartheid South African Comparison

Hope from Oslo was short-lived; within a decade international peace activists
were no longer examining Arab-Israeli peace accords, but instead were comparing Israel

to apartheid-era South Africa. When the fledgling peace process fully disintegrated in
2000, the Second Intifada was launched, characterrzed by Fatah and Hamas suicidebombing assaults and a harsh Israeli security crackdown in the Palestinian territories.'i'
This violent backdrop set the stage for a resurrection of old Arab boycoff tactics, albeit

with an expanded scope (Norman). Using the forum of the 2001 LrN World Conference
against Racism in Durban, South Africa, the PLO, in conjunction with other member
countries of the Organization of the Islamic Conference and Western NGOs, issued a
statement urging the international communiqr to treat Israel similarly to apartheid-era
South Africa. This statement was called the final NGO declaration:
We call upon the international community to impose a policy of complete and

total isolation of Israel, as an apartheid state as in the case of South Africa,
which means the imposition of mandatory and comprehensive sanctions
and embargoeso the full cessation of all links (diplomatic, economic, social,
aid, military cooperation, and military training) between all states and Israel
(Lantos 9).

Rooted

in the tradition of the Arab boycott, the Durban

Conference's NGO

declaration set the political and ideological infrastructure for the contemporary BDS
movement: economic boycotts, government sanctions, and the severing of social and

cultural links with Israel (Diker 6). In short the NGO declaration can be viewed as
an attempt to internationalize and modernize the Arab boycott by mimicking tactics
innovated in the campaign against apartheid-era SouthAfrica.
The NGO declaration's allusions to the international community's actions towards
apartheid-era South Africa have been lauded and criticized. Paul Di Stefano and Mostafa
Henaway assert that, "...Just as in South Africa, a BDS campaign directed towards
Israel is the most effective nonviolent means to build solidarity, end the continued
colonial occupation of Palestinian territory and ensure that Palestinian human rights are
guaranteed" (23). Others have gone even further claiming, "BDS may be even more
effective in the liberation of the Palestinian people than it was in the liberation of Black
South Africans" (Ananth I l). However, critiques of the South African comparison have
noted "White South African capitalists relied heavily on the exploitation of Black labor.
This is not the case in Palestine/Israel...thus preventing a South Africa-like situation of
Palestinian labor strikes from threatening the status quo of the Zionist state" (Ananth

l4).

Conservative scholars have argued that without a relatively increased security
environment and the development of a measure of trust between the belligerents, as seen

during the international community's isolating measures towards apartheid-era South
Africa, "the BDS campaign likely will play a constrained or even negative role in bringing
the different sides together" (Yi and Phillips 22). Judge Richard Goldstone has argued on
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moral grounds that the situation in Israel and the West Bank is not comparable to that of
apartheid South Africa. Goldstone, a former justice of the South African Constitutional

Court and chair of the 2009 IIN Gaza fact-flnding mission, invoked the 1998 Rome
Statue deflnition of apartheid when he claimed,
Israeli's have no intent to maintain 'an institutionalizedregime of systematic
oppression and domination by one racial group'. This is a critical distinction,

if Israel acts oppressively toward Palestinians [in the West Bank]. South
Africa's enforced racial separation was intended to pernanently benefit the
even

white minority, to the detriment of other races. By contrast, Israel has agreed
in concept to the existence of a Palestinian state in Gaza and almost all of the
West Bank, and is calling for the Palestinians to negotiate the parameters...
Those who conflate the situations in Israel and the West Bank and liken both

to the old South Afiica do a disservice to all who hope for justice and peace
(Goldstone

6).'

Palestinian Civil Society Call: BDS Articulated
Four years after the NGO declaration, the BDS movement crystallized with the
2005 Palestinian Civil Society Call for Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) against
Israel until it complies with international law and universal principles of human rights.
The language and strategy invoked clearly echo the Durban NGO declaration:
We, representatives of Palestinian

civil society, call upon international civil

society organizations and people of conscience all over the world to impose
broad boycotts and implement divestment initiatives against Israel similar

to those applied to South Africa in the apartheid era. We appeal to you to
pressure your respective states to impose embargoes and sanctions against
Israel (BDS movement).

The Palestinian Civil Society Call listed three conditions Israel would have to
fulfill for their boycott, divestment, and sanction campaign to be lifted:
1. Ending its occupation and colonization of all Arab lands and dismantling

the Wall

2. Recognizing the fundamental rights of the Arab-Palestinian citizens of
Israel to full equality

3. Respecting, protecting and promoting the rights of Palestinian refugees
to return to their homes and properties as stipulated in UN Resolution 194
(BDS movement)
Scholars have studied whether these three conditions would be satisfied by
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Israel retreating to pre-1967 borders (relinquishing control and evacuating all citizens
from the West Bank, Gaza, and the Golan Heights). A strong consensus has emerged in
the academic discourse that a 1967 border withdrawal would not be enough to placate
the three conditions (Mort; Diker 22;McMahon). Many point to the fact that the second
and third conditions are unrelated to the aftermath of the 1967 Six Day War. Indeed, the
concern for minority rights within Israel and the right of return for Palestinian refugees

in 1948. Even the first point of the first condition,
which states that Israel must end "its occupation and colonization of all Arab lands,"
can be seen as referring to pre-1967 Israeli territory as evidenced by the tendency of
mainstream Palestinian media to report on events in Tel Aviv as occurring in 'Occupied
Palestine'(Diker 16).
date back to the establishment of Israel

The BDS movement does not take an official position on their goals regarding
the final status ofthe State of Israel (Cohen and Freilich). However, some charge that key
leaders of the BDS movement are supporters of the "one-state solution". For example

McMahon argues that "Some ofthe campaign's most prominent voices, in their individual
capacities, hold that only a single democratic state in Palestine can accommodate the
three basic rights articulated in the BDS Call" (21). Most scholars agree that the one-state

solution would facilitate the cultural extinction of the modern State of Israel. According
to Norman Finkelstein, a fierce critic of Israel and the BDS movement, "The official BDS
movement that claims to be agnostic on the question of Israel... is deceptive about what

it wants: because, if we end the occupation and bring back six million Palestinians and
have equal rights forArabs and Jews, there's no Israel" (16).
Actors within the movement seem to have differing conceptions of BDS' goals.
Citing as evidence the BDS movement's tactic of arranging for western delegations
to visit Palestinian Authority governed areas and then encouraging them to share their
experience upon their return home, Diker states, "Many people join the BDS movement
believing it to be a corrective tool that will help achieve a two-states-for-two-peoples
solution. They do not know and are not told that the BDS campaign's leaders are working
toward a different goal [the one-state solution]" (32). Diker provides liule evidence to
support his claims, however, his assertion about the structure of the BDS movement is
consistent with scholarship on transnational social movements (such as BDS). These
movements tend to involve only a handful of activists in central leadership roles. By
presenting a simplified social issue to receptive political venues, these small circles of
formal advocacy professionals attempt to mass mobilize supporters (Keck and Sikkink
68). Notably, the views of leaders and followers in these movements can differ greatly.
Adam Shay describes these phenomena in the context of BDS:

It is aimed at manipulating

members

of the general public, people of

conscience who have a bona fide, innocent, and genuine inclination to help

the more unfortunate elements in international society, into supporting a
cause ofwhich they are generally ignorant and thus reliant on the propaganda
disseminated by the BDS people (2012).,
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These charges against the BDS movement tend to be supported by little or no
concrete evidence. This research

will

examine the actual statements of BDS supporters

to answerthe question:what are the similarities and dffirences of the goals of actors
within the BDS movement? I will measure their goals not only by their statements, but
also as implied by their activities.

Data Sources
This paper will expand upon prior studies of the BDS movements by examining
the goals of BDS advocates. Since the BDS movement is large and diverse, it is essential
to remain cognizant of the differences between the small center of the movement, the
professional activists of the Palestinian BDS National Committee [BNC], and laycampaigners around the world, local groups who have responded to the BDS call." To
ensure I am researching both the goals of people at the center of the movement and
people on the outskirts, I will draw on three primary data sources:

l.

BDS movement materials, released or endorsed by BNC members,
including policy proposals, statements, and literature. This will give me
insight into the goals of actors at the center of the movement.

2. Public gatherings of groups in the Greater Minneapolis and Saint Paul
metropolitan area that have responded to the call for BDS including Jewish
Voice for Peace - Twin Cities (JVP), Anti-War Committee (AWC), and
Students for Justice in Palestine University of Minnesota (SJP). I will
compile transcripts of the content and rhetoric discussed at the meetings.'i'
This will grant insight into the goals of local actors outside the central BDS
coordinating circle.
3. Investigation of one boycott, one divestment, and one sanction campaign
sponsored by the BDS movement. Specifically, I will research:

I Hl i:ffi:l' :I:;T,ff

,;i

;n,ffi lffi HlX,'1,

supporting "Israel's military occupation of Palestinian territory"
decision to cancel a $17 million (USD)
c. The Brazilian government's
""-fr

rhis wi,,

# #:::li:*,;."ffi:il";:;,;.

;:c and rwin

Cities based groups because BDS campaigns are often initiated by central actors within
the movement but implemented by local activists.

Methods
I will

use BDS's three primary goals as a framework when analyzing these three
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data sources, attempting to align the gathered information within the framework of the

BDS movement's stated goals. I

will also

compare the goals found in BNC materials to

the goals voiced by Twin City BDS advocates. I

will compare and contrast

these goals to

discern differentiation in objectives between the center and the outskirts of the movement.

I hypothesize that the goals of actors at the center of BDS

are different than the

goals of actors further away from the movement's nucleus. Specificatly, I project that core

will have more radical goals, such as the one-state solution, than less involved
supporters, who will hold more moderate goals such as the two-state solution.
leaders

Data Analysis:
BNC:

'The Anchor of the BDS Movement'

The center of the BDS movement is the Palestinian BDS National Committee
[BNC]. This Committee's stated mandate is "To facilitate coordination and provide
support & encouragement to the various BDS campaign efforts in all locations" (BNC
2015). The BNC is comprised of twenty-seven Palestinian organizations ranging from
public sector unions (i.e. Union of Public Employees in Palestine-Civil Sector) to NGOs
advocating for specific targets within the overall BDS call (i.e. Palestinian Campaign
for the Academic and Cultural Boycott of Israel [PACBI]). Hind Awaad, a coordinator

within the BNC, advertises the committee as "the principal anchor of and reference for
the global BDS movement" and claims that it is "the broadest Palestinian civil society
coalition" (Lim). The BNC operates the official BDS movement website which publishes
statements, analyses, and materials supporting the campaign. The website promotes only
one book, Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions

-

The Global Struggle for Palestinian Rights,

by Omar Barghouti. Barghouti is a founding member of the BDS movement and serves
on the BNC representing PACBI. He is arguably the most globally recognizable BNC
member. Indeed, Barghouti has gone on an annual speaking tour of the United States for
the past five years (Horowitz). He is vocal supporter of the one-state solution, evidenced

by his authoring of the "One State Declaration" (Barghouti et a1.). While the BNC as a
whole has never endorsed any prescriptive solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, it is
informative that the arguably most visible leader of the movement supports the one-state
solution in his individual capacity. While there may be disagreement within the BNC
regarding a final status statehood solution, it is clear that the global spokespeople of the
committee, such as Barghouti, maintain that a single state in the region is the preferential
outcome.

The BNC has held four policy-setting conferences from which many documents
have emerged, providing insight into the goals ofthis central coordinating entity. The last
conference was held in 2013 in Bethlehem. Anti-normalization"" was the overarching and

recurring theme ofthe conference, as emphasized in the official BNC report. Highlighting
this theme, the Secretary General of the Palestinian National Initiative delivered a speech
on behalf of the National and Islamic Forces in Palestine, a main pillar of the BNC, in
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which he personally decried "the futility of negotiations" (BNC). Zaid Shuaibi, the BNC
networking and outreach officer in the Palestinian territories and the Arab world, echoed
this sentiment in an interview following the conference in which he asserted his view that
"Oslo and the peace process is a normalization process" and as such "require a rejection"
(Erakat).
Responding to the BDS Call: Twin Cities Organizations

The BNC sets macro-priorities for the BDS movement and then relies on

to implement the actual campaigns. These grassroots activists are
generally organized in groups that can be classified within one of the following five
umbrella categories: peace-activist, Jewish anti-Zionist, student-led, Islamic, and
Christian. The organizations working on behalf of the BDS movement in the Twin
Cities can be categorized within this schema.'' I conducted field research on Twin City
groups representing all of these categories, except for Islamist organizations. The peace
activist group heeding the BDS call that I studied was the Anti-War Committee (AWC).
This organrzation was originally founded in 1998 to oppose the United States bombing
of Iraq. Since then the group has tackled the "injustices of U.S. foreign policy" more
grassroots activists

broadly (AWC). They "believe in peace through justice...and stand in solidarity with the
oppressed people here and abroad" (AWC). They claim that because "Israel is the top
recipient of U.S. military aid, ending US aid to Israel is at the top of our agenda" (AWC).

They actively frame this "work as part of the BDS movement, a global campaign of
boycotts, divestment, and sanctions (BDS) against Israel" (AWC). AWC has organized
"vigils, rallies, marches, educational forums, and civil disobedience actions" in their
campaign on behalf of BDS. On November 3rd, 2015 they disrupted the University of
Minnesota Law School's annual John Dewey Lecture in the Philosophy of Law. The AWC
accused the guest speaker, Moshe Halbertal', of being a "Zionist war crime apologist" for
his work in drafting the Israeli Defense Forces' (IDF) most recent code of ethics. They
condemned the University of Minnesota for allegedly refusing to honor the "international
movement to boycott Israel," which they insist, "calls on academic institutions to NOT
sponsor or participate in projects that whitewash Israel's human rights abuses" (AWC).

AWC members repeatedly shouted down Halbertal throughout his presentation,
leading the lecture to be delayed more than half an hour until police cleared the protesters
from the lecture hall. One of the chants employed was 'from sea to sea Palestine will be
free.'This saying refers to the geographic area from the Jordan River to the Mediterranean
Sea, which encompasses all oflsrael, the West Bank andthe Gaza Strip. Analysts note that
this can be viewed as

a

veiled endorsement of a one-state solution in which the culturally

Jewish state is replaced with a culturally Palestinian state. Indeed the Jewish Community

Relations Council of Minnesota and the Dakotas referenced the aforementioned chant in
their condemnation of the incident:
The JCRC will not stand idly by as professors and/or students are intimidated
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and isolated by those who seek the destruction of the State of Israel. For
example, the chilling chants which we were subjected to yesterday,'From
Sea to Sea, Palesttne

will

free,' mean nothing less than the murder or
expulsion of over 6 million Jews from Israel. (JCRC)
be

Although no public information was available regarding how the protestors
themselves perceive the chant, it is clearly a mantra the AWC values. They concluded
their formal public statement, in which they stood by their protest of Halbertal, with the
same chant.

An on-campus student group, Students for Justice for in Palestine at the University
of Minnesota (SJP UMN), endorsed AWC's disruption of the University of Minnesota
Law School's lecture. When faced with criticism that the supporting an aoademic boycott
of Israel violates freedom of speech and academia, the president of SJP UMN adamantly
defended her organization's stance endorsing the Halbertal protest. Reiterating the 'war

crime apologist' accusation, she argued

"it

doesn't make sense for us to stay silent...
regarding an event that shouldn't be happening on campus" (Lerner 3). SJP UMN is a
local affiliate of a national organization that boasts over I 15 chapters on college campuses
across the United States. The national organization is an ardent supporter of BDS and
in recent years has instructed its chapters to submit resolutions to sfudent government

calling for the university to divest from any holdings in companies that are 'complicit in
Israeli occupation.' While SJP UMN was yet to formally submit a resolution to student
govemment, they are active in promoting BDS at their events. For example on October
l4th,2015 SJP UMN organized a die-in public demonstration "aimed to highlight the
Palestinian call for BDS support" (SJP). Nineteen students laid on the ground of the
plaza at the west entrance to the Washington pedestrian bridge entrance pretending to be
Palestinians killed by Israelis.

A three-minute prepared speech, which ended with a call to "come together and
support BDS: Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions," was then recited to curious passersby.

Evidence regarding SJP UMN's views on a final status solution regarding the State of
Israel and a possible Palestinian state, can be found on the same Washington pedestrian
bridge. It is a University of Minnesota tradition for all student organizations to paint a
panel on the bridge advertising their student group. SJP UMN's 2015-2016 academic
year panel features a map of all of modern-day Israel (including the entirety of the Negev

Desert, the Galilee, even Tel Aviv) colored in with the pattern of a black and white
keffiyeh, long a symbol of Palestinian nationalism.

-

Another organization working on behalf of BDS locally is Jewish Voices for Peace
Twin Cities (IVP). Like SJP UMN, this Jewishanti-Zionist group is a regional affiliate

of a larger national orgartization. fVP has long been affiliated with the BDS movement,
but historically only advocated only for selective divestment of Israeli companies
operating in the West Bank. However, in February 2015 the organization announced
that it "endorses the call from Palestinian civil society for Boycott, Divestment, and
Sanctions [in its entirety]." Addressing the question of "why is JVP moving beyond
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Occupation-focused Boycott, Divestment, and Sanction campaigns?" the organization
responded that the idea of any "separation between 'Israel'and 'the occupation,'has been

widely discredited" (fVP). JVP's Twin Cities chapter has followed its national leadership
in working on behalf of BDS. They organize discussions about the movement, host book
club readings that analyze Barghouti's text on BDS, and even have organized protests
outside of local Target stores demanding they take Israeli products off the shelf (Sundin
2). JVP claims to "support any solution that is consistent with the full rights of both
Palestinians and Israeli Jews, whether one binational state, two states, or some other
solution," however they add that there is "diminishing likelihood of a two-state solution"
(JVP). This is echoed by members of the Twin Cities JVP chapter who often refer to cities
inside of 1948 armistice lines, such as Haifa, as part of Palestine (Democratic Visions).
Connecting the Bl{C to the Twin Cities:,BDS Campaigns
Twin City BDS activists in AWC, SJP UMN, and JVP can seem distant from the
BNC and its Palestinian members. Yet a careful examination of specific BDS campaigns
reveals direct links and coordination between local activists and central figures with the
movement. To highlight these connections,

I

examined three campaigns: one boycott,

one divestment, and one sanction initiative.

Civil Society Call, the BDS movement has been
most active and successful in pursuing boycott campaigns. One of their most highprofile initiatives has been against the Israeli company SodaStream.'i SodaStream's
principal manufacturing facility has been located in Mishor Adumim, an industrial
park in the West Bank. The BNC has specifically targeted the company in its calls
for consumer boycotts. On its website, SodaStream is explicitly listed along with five
other companies as a "common Israeli export... [and an] optimal target...as part of an
international campaign" (BNC). The BNC page links to a flyer urging consumers not
to purchase SodaStream and retailers not to carry its products. Target is listed, along
with four other retailers, and is directly encouraged to not carry Israeli products or face
holistic consumer boycotts of its entire store (CodePink). As mentioned previously,
Ten years removed from the

Jewish Voices for Peace Twin Cities responded to the BNC's call to boycott SodaStream

and urge Target not to sell the product. Prior to their protest outside of the downtown
Minneapolis Target store, JVP wrote a letter to the retailer calling on it 'to discontinue
sales of SodaStream products because the company is in violation of international l4*rrrii
(Sundin 3). Despite this local initiative, Target continues to sell SodaStream products.
However, the overall international campaign against the Israeli company has been widely
successful. In a 2014 press release, the BNC celebrated SodaStream's announced closing
of its MishorAdumim factory. A BNC spokesperson was quoted stating, "SodaSffeam's
announcement today shows that the boycott, divestment and sanctions (BDS) movement

is increasingly capable of holding corporate criminals to account for their participation
in Israeli apartheid and colonialism, " she added, "BDS campaign pressure has forced
retailers across Europe and NorthAmerica to drop SodaStream, and the company's share
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price has fumbled in recent months as our movement has caused increasing reputational
damage to the SodaStream brand" (BNC). However, later in the press release, the
spokesperson arulounced that the boycott campaign against SodaStream would continue,
despite it moving its factory to Lehavim, an Israeli village located within pre-l967 Israeli

borders. The continuation of the boycott campaign against SodaStream, even after it
complied with the BDS movement's demands to shutter its factory in the West Bank,
raises questions about the scope of

BDS'goals-namely whether it considers all of Israel

occupied or just territory outside of pre-1967 borders.

The BNC strongly encourages BDS movement activists to pressure for "the
withdrawal of stocks and funds from corporations complicit in the violation of
international law and Palestinian rights and ensure that investment portfolios and public
funds are not used to finance or purchase products and services from such companies"
(BNCFin short divestment. The BNC instructs its supporters to focus their efforts
upon institutions where they "hold considerable stake and influence such as churches,
unions, universities, local authorities and pension funds, [as] these are the potential sites
of strong BDS campaigns" (BNC). Minnesotan BDS activists, through a campaign called
Minnesota Break the Bonds (MN BBC), have answered this call. MN BBC demands "that

the state of Minnesota act on its good conscience and support the breaking of economic
ties with the apartheid state of Israel." Specifically, they have been working to convince

the Minnesota State Board of Investment (SBI) to end its pension-fund investment in
Israel bonds'"'. MN BBC has been actively supported by a variety of Twin City pro-BDS
groups including AWC, SJP UMN, and JVP. To date MN BBC has not been successful

in their divestment efforts. In March of 2015 SBI, which is "made up of four statewide
elected officials*" -- voted 3-1 to allow portfolio managers to continue buying high-yield
Israeli bonds after a previous purchase expires later this year" (AP 3). A connection
between the local activities of MN BBC and the BNC can be seen in the featuring of MN
BBC initiatives on BDSmovement.net, "the website of the Palestinian BDS National
Committee" (MN BBC).
The BDS movement's efforts to impose sanctions on Israel have not gained much
momentum. The BNC acknowledges as much when it describes, "the principle problem
of sanctions is that action rests on states and global institutions, many of whom have a
long history of supporting or implementing colonialism and occupations in the Middle
East." These challenges have not deterred the AWC from attempting to answer the
BNC's call for an end to "military links, including partnerships, agreements and joint
operations." The AWC's efforts to convince Minnesota policymakers to sanction Israel
climaxed in the summer of 2014, during Operation Protective Edge in Gaza. The AWC
planned a demonstration in front of Senator Al Franken's Minneapolis campaign office
"specifically to protest Franken's recent co-sponsorship of Senate Resolution 498."* One

AWC member explicitly called for sanctioning Israel through cutting of American aid.
She stated "Israel receives over $3

detain and

billion in U.S. aid every year, which it

kill Palestinians. Our tax dollars

uses

to oppress,

are paying for the current massacre

in Gaza.
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We demand Senator Franken oppose any U.S. aid for the occupation of Palestine" (Staff
4).

Conclusion
For over seventy-years, the international community has worked to resolve the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict through direct negotiations centered upon

a

two-state solution.

In contrast to this approach, the BDS movement both explicitly and implicitly rejects
direct dialogue and the two-state solution. This is true not only of central actors within
the movement, Omar Barghouti and the BNC, but also of locally-based actors. Prior to
conducting this research, I hypothesized "that the goals of actors at the center of BDS
would be different than the goals of actors further away from the movement's nucleus."
My subsequent investigation and analysis leads me to a fairly confident rejection

of this hypothesis. The stances and actions of Twin Cities organizations heeding the
Civil Society Call, parallel that of the BDS movement's central coordinating committee.
Both seemingly reject the one-state solution and have focused their efforts on boycott
campaigns. The focuses of local and central efforts on boycott initiatives, and the resulting
de-emphasis on divestment and sanctions, is not surprising. The modern incarnation

of

the BDS movement is in its relative infancy; a mere decade has passed since the initiating

Civil Society Call. Consumer boycott

campaigns rely on popular mobilization and as

such generate public awareness. Conversely, divestment and sanction implementation
relies largely on the actions of large organizations (i.e. governments, corporations,

investment funds, international organizations, etc.). The vested interests, size, and
bureaucracy of these organizations are impediments to BDS activists. Nonetheless, I
expect to see an increasing pivot to these latter areas of BDS in the coming years as the
movement continues to mature. The recent EU "made in settlements" labeling guideline
on some Israeli products produced on land outside of pre-1967 borders, can be seen
as a momentum building success for the movement as

it perhaps begin to focus more

on sanctions (and divestment). Additional research will be needed to track this possible
trend and to discern whether local organizations working on behalf of BDS adjust their
goals accordingly.

I also hypothesizedthat "core leaders will have more radical goals, such as the
one-state solution, than less involved supporters who will hold more moderate goals,
such as the two-state solution." My research indicates a rejection of this prediction,
although deeper investigation is needed for a confident dismissal. Direct interviews with
both local BDS activists and BNC officials offer possible avenues for further clariflcation

parallel relationship between goals of actors
within the BDS movement. Both central and periphery actors conduct similar campaigns
that seem be working towards a one-state solution, however, more data is necessary to

In summary my research shows

a

conflrm this. In addition, my research shows that the BDS movement, from its core to its
Twin Cities periphery has focused their efforts on boycoff campaigns. Further academic
research

will continue to elucidate

the dynamic relationship between the goals of actors
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in this growing, international movement.

' Diker's work

was published by the Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs, which has

commissioned research advocating rightwing pro-Israeli policies such as Israeli
annexation of East Jerusalem and Israel maintaining lasting conffol of the West Bank and

Golan Heights (Dikea Gold, et al.)
'i The continued existence of Israel today demonstrates the lack of success of the Arab
boycott. The boycott's inability to 'bring about the eventual collapse of the state of Israel'

(Sama 77), is consistent with a growing body of research that shows the incapacity
economic sanctions to effectively achieve foreign policy goals (Pape).

of

ii' Recently Palestinian Authority President, Mahmoud Abbas,
officially declared that
Palestinians are no longer bound by the Oslo Accords. Although this declaration does not
seem to involve any immediate operational changes to the status quo, it may encourage

BDS supporters to abandon the Oslo two-state solution framework (Abbas 3).

" Goldstone's views are expressed in a New York Times editorial.
' Shay's work was published by the Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs, which has
commissioned research advocating rightwing pro-Israeli policies such as Israeli
annexation of East Jerusalem and Israel maintaining lasting control of the West Bank and
Golan Heights (Diker, Gold, et al.)

'i

See figure

I for a tentative

diagram mapping the organizational actors with the BDS

movement.
vi'

All of this data will

be recorded in a manner that protects the confidentially of the
group's participants, thus allowing them to appear in the research anonymously

"" Anti-normalization, as understood by the BNC, means total rejection of the status
quo of "Israeli occupation, colonization and apartheid" through ending "Al1 economic,
academic, cultural, youth and IT sector ties between Israelis and Palestinians" (BNC).
o See figure 2 for a table classiffing

fifty Minnesota organizations that support the BDS

movement

'Halbertal is an accomplished Israeli Jewish lawyer, philosopher, professor and writer.

''

SodaStream produces a consumer product that allows for beverages to be carbonated.

'r"

The alleged SodaStream international law violation is to that the company "manufactures

in Maale Adumim, an illegal settlement in the occupied Palestinian territory and, as such,
is deeply complicit in Israel's violations of international law" (BNC).

'"t Minnesota has been buying Israeli bonds since 1993. Currently the bond has a 2.4
percent yield compared to the 1.5 percent benchmark for treasury bills. The size of the
state's holding in those bonds amounts to $10 million (AP 2).

"

SBI members are Governor Mark Dayton, Attorney General Lori Swanson, Secretary
of State Steve Simon, and State Auditor Rebecca Otto [who was the lone vote for
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divestmentl (AP 2).

-

Senate Resolution 498 was cosponsored

by 79 Senators and "reaffirms the support

of the Senate for Israel's right to defend its citizens...condemns the unprovoked rocket
fire at Israel and calls on Hamas to cease all rocket fire...[and] calls on the Palestinian
Authority President Mahmoud Abbas to dissolve the unity governing arrangement with
Hamas" (Graham 2)
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image developed, the individual recalled progressively more details and memories about
their home.

Figure 4
"T-Shirt Rope" (2013). Project directed and facilitated by the author at an assisted
living center. Process involved repetitive motions by cutting and tying t-shirt strips

and spatial
by forming
a physical line of

together,

#:-':

awareness

connection between all
people in the room as
each person held a piece

of the finished rope.

Goals of the Actors Within the BDS Movement

I

Image

AWC members protesting University of Minnesota Law School 'breach of
academic boycott' (Photo credit: Julian Kritz)
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Image 2
SJP

UMN members participate in

die-in calling for BDS (photo Credit:
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Image 3

JVP protest against downtown Minneapolis Target selling Israeli SodaStream
products (Photo credit: FightBack! News)
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Image 4

Flyer calling for Target to not carry SodaStream. Linked from BNC website.
(Image taken from: CodePink)
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Costco: 1-800'95 5-2 2 92; I -8OO'7 7 4'267 8
Target: 800-440-0680; www.target com (Contact ur under Help at bottom of.h.l".: l1S^")
Staples: l-800-333-3330; www.staples.com (Contact us) Bed, Bath & Beyond: Tell CEO
steven Temares that you won't shop B,B&B until settlement products, including

BOYCOIT
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SodaSream and Ahava (see www.stolenbeauty.orgJ, are off the shelves: Bed Bath & Beyond Inc
2, Union, Nl 07083-8135; (908) 688-1949.

, 550 Liberty Ave #
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Image 5

MN BBC protest at March 2015 SBI hearing. Note JVP member holding yellow
sign. (Photo credit: MN BBC)
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Figure
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Diker, Dan. Unmasking BDS: Radical Roots, Extremist Ends. Jerusalem Center

For Public Affairs. The Israel Group. 2015. http:lltheisraelgroup.org/wp-content/
uploads/2 0 1 5 I }2Nnmasking-BDS.pdf.
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Figure 2

Organizations

from Council for American Islamic Relations

(highlighted

for American
organizations were studied). "50 Minnesota Groups Join BDS." Council
Islamic Relations Minnesota. July 31,2014'
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